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CASTRATORS - TIREX TRI-BAND™ AND TRI-BAND GREEN™

TIREX TRI-BAND™ & TRI-BAND 
GREEN™ INSTRUCTIONS

2) Place the ring over the three closed prongs and 
press down around all sides of the ring making sure it 
is as close to the base of the prongs as possible. It is 
important to push the ring down, NOT roll it down.

1) Prepare the castrator to apply the ring by lifting the 
top handle up towards the front end of the castrator 
causing the three prongs to close together.

3) Pull the top handle down resulting in the ring being 
stretched evenly among the three prongs.

4) Grip the scrotum above the two testicles and gently “milk 
the sack” to separate the fatty tissues so that the band can be 
applied. This is important so the ring sits tight and cuts of all 
blood supply and nerves. This ensuring the least amount of 
discomfort

5) Place the stretched rubber ring as close to the testicles as 
you can but as far below the belly as possible. When applying 
the ring, make sure that both testicles are below the band.

6) Pull/flick the top handle up to close the ring around the 
scrotum, then pull the applicator down from the scrotum to 
allow the  release of the ring. Check before release of the animal 
that the rings sits nicely and where possible check animals next 
day in paddock to ensure all is well.

Note: for animals heavier than 180 KG talk 
to us about the EZE bloodless castrator!
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